Discussion
The credibility determinations on these citations are mixed.
Each citation contains a common allegation that the brake
retarders were disconnected.  Therefore, the Secretary asserts the
Terex equipment lacked adequate brakes.
On the credibility issues raised concerning the retarders I
credit contestant1s evidence.  Its witnesses are Jacobsen,
Johnson, Connor, Kelly and Evans,  With a certain cohesiveness,
they all confirm the view that the retarders bear no relationship
to the braking system.  George Kelly's testimony was particularly
persuasive on these issues.  He was a disinterested witness with
considerable experience involving Terex scrapers.
On the other hand, it is apparent that Inspector Wol f ord was
unsure of the function of the retarders.  This is confirmed by
his testimony to that effect.  Further, the inspector was unsure
whether the SAE standards include retarders as part of a braking
system (Tr. 59).
In short, I conclude that retarders under certain conditions
will reduce an engines' RPMs and, consequently, they will reduce
the speed of a vehicle.  However, down shifting the transmission
on an automobile also will reduce its speed but no one considers
that a  transmission is part of a braking system.
For these reasons the allegations in each citation concerning
the retarders should be stricken.
Notwithstanding the foregoing ruling on the retarders, I find
a violation of the regulation in that the brakes were otherwise
inadequate.  On this issue I credit Inspector Wolford's
testimony.
Concerning   the   2401   scraper:   the   right   rear   service   brake
was   rubbing   metal   to   metal   and   worn   out   < Tr .   51,   61).      The   drum
was   badly   grooved*      Insufficient   pads   resulted   in   a   lack  of   brakes
(Tr.   51).      Contestant's  maintenance  people  discovered   that  a   brake
drum   had   a   hairline   fracture   (Tr.   52).
Concerning   the   2406   scraper:   the   front   service   brakes  were
out  of   adjustment,   the   quick   air   release  was   not  operating
properly;      the   drums,   wi th   the   brake   depressed,   would   not   grab
paper   inserted   next   to   the   pads   (Tr.   53,   55).
Jacobsen's   testimony   to   the   contrary   is   not   persuasive,      He
admits   he   didn't   test   the   brakes.     Lonnie  Johnson's   evidence   that
he   saw  no   problem  with   the   brakes   is,   at  best,   hearsay   (Tr,
80-82) .
Jacobsen's   testimony   is   somewhat   conflicting   when   he   states
you   should   not   be   able   to  get  a   piece   of  paper  between  a   brake
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